Rating System for OrdinaryMomma.com
Six Categories: Cost, Time, Taste, Diﬃculty, Appearance, Guests Opinion on Taste
Cost
$50.00 +
$30.00 - $49.99
$20.00 - $29.99
$10.00 - 19.99
$0.00 - $9.99

Diﬃculty to Prep & Make
Too hard. Had to make it diﬀerently than suggested to make it easier or just gave up
Not awful but probably wouldn’t make it again
Diﬃcult but would make it again
Not that diﬃcult
Super easy, can’t believe it was that easy!

Cost Evaluation Details
All costs are based oﬀ current grocery items available at Kroger stores. Cost evaluation is based
on the assumption that the following items are already in your kitchen: salt, pepper, 2 cups of
olive/vegetable oil, cooking spray, 2 cups of flour, 2 cups of sugar, 6 eggs, 2 cups of milk, 4 sticks
of butter, water and aluminum foil. All items are based on medium quality items at the store, not
always the cheapest ingredients as it can aﬀect the recipe. A photo of all ingredients used
available upon request.

Appearance

Time

Guests Opinion on Taste

More than two hours
One to two hours
45 minutes to an hour
25 minutes to 44 minutes
0 to 24 minutes
Time Evaluation Details:
Rounding if .25 - .5 = .5
Round if .01 to .24 = .0

Taste (My personal opinion)
Did not like the taste at all - could not eat it
Wouldn’t make it again, but I could at least eat it
Might make it again
Would make it again soon because it was good
Becoming a staple in our home because it is yummy

Look terrible and nothing like the photo.
Looks bad and not like the photo as advertised.
Look good, but not like the photo as advertised.
Somewhat like the photo and very nice to look at.
Just like the photo! Will make people say “wow” that looks amazing!

Did not like the taste at all - could not eat it
Could at least eat it, but please don’t make it again.
Might eat it again but maybe try…
Would eat it again soon because it was good
Please make this a staple in our home because it is yummy
OVERALL RATINGS
(Found by taking the average star based on the items above)
Nope! Don't waste the money or time.
Maybe steer clear of this one
Give it a try sometime and see what you think.
Recommend it!
Run, don’t walk to the store and make this meal!

